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Getting Closer to Industry

- Organizing events beneficial for members from industry as technical lectures, round table discussions at conferences.
- The Region 8 could initiate chain of IEEE engineering events that will be recognized in the Region and compelling for Industry to participate at local level.
- Section success was in engaging main industry companies in Power & Energy to sponsor and host students internship days.

Students and Young Professionals

Continuity in supporting Students and Young Professionals is very important, and selection of dedicated and motivated SB and YP Advisers. Support from the Regional level is also important and especially when reviving dormant SBs. The major events:

- Solar Tree project by the SB University of Sarajevo IAS Chapter
- Summer School organized by the SB University of East Sarajevo
- beENG project organized by the PES Chapter during August and September for members of the SB University of Sarajevo to visit important companies and spend 2 days as interns

Section Vitality

- The vitality and sustainability in Bosnia and Herzegovina Section is maintained by continual activities, vibrant and active chapters, co-operation with relevant national professional associations and involvement in main local academia events, conferences and job fairs.
- The Section organized first elections using vtools: election for Computer Chapter officers. This was a trial for all future elections in the Section.